
If you’re…

� Looking to accelerate and future proof your business growth

� Tap into the leading edge strategies, ideas, tips and techniques
to unlock the potential in your business

� Avoid costly trial & error which is costing Business Owners,
Leaders thousands of pounds in hard cash and missed
opportunities every day

� Discover the mindset, skillset and toolset of Purposeful
Leaders who people follow because they want to…not because
they have to!

Then…

Leading Growth Programme

08:30 - 13:00 | 09/01/2024 | Various

Find out more
and register
for the the
Leading
Growth
Programme
here.
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The Leading Growth Programme is definitely for you. By the end
of the programme you will have:

A three-year business growth plan for your business titled;
‘Leading Growth’.
A personalised business dashboard of performance metrics
so you can keep score and measure success.
A Built to Grow toolkit.  Included with Royston Guest’s best-
selling book Built to Grow, you will be provided with a
number of resources and tools which are referenced to
support you with the implementation and personalisation in
your business 1. Strategic plan template. 2. Interactive sales
map. 3. Employee value proposition. 4 Funding options
report.
A Leadership toolkit.  Included with Royston Guest’s best-
selling book Rise, you’ll be provided with a number of
resources and tools which are referenced to support you
with the implementation and personalisation in your
business 1. Leadership brands tracker. 2. Questionnaire for
accessing key learning styles. 3. Five Interlocking human
drivers. 4 Motivational assessors. 5. Performance toolkit
including performance conversations feedback and
coaching.
A 12-month subscription to the Pathways platform and
business growth pathway tool.  Use of the most
comprehensive and advanced technology platform which
provides you with everything you need to unlock your
company’s full potential and unleash success for you and
your business. Dynamic and data-led mentor style insights
include a series of Growth Enablers, interactive 360-
question insights tool and an In-depth reporting system with
targeted actions. Over 270 resources, 140 hours of learning
and 700 hours of learning & application. Check
out Growthpathways.com

 

Click on the booking link for full details and to
register your interest for the Leading Growth
Programme.
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Who's presenting?

Royston Guest
CEO - Growthpathways
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